Trident-Seal®, live natural gas repair system permanently seals active leaks up to 60 psi (4 bar) without
interruption to service. This kit is pre-packaged to contain enough material to repair a pinhole or threaded
fitting on diameters up to 6 inches; larger repairs can be made by utilizing more than one kit. Third party
testing for long term pressure retention has been conducted at 90 psi (6.2 bar). The Trident family of
products was specifically designed for the natural gas industry and requires OQ training.

Trident-Wrap® Riser Reinforcement Kit is an OQ engineered system which repairs non-leaking natural gas
risers exhibiting wall loss up to 80% @ <300 psi (20.7 bar) while eliminating atmospheric corrosion in
accordance with DIMP. This system enables one to repair corroded piping without shutdown or riser
replacement.

The Scar-Guard™ line of products is patented and designed to protect field joint coatings from the abrasion
stresses and scarring of directional drilling, HDD and boring. Scar-Guard creates an abrasion resistant,
sacrificial outer laminate which protects pre-approved field joint coatings such as epoxies, shrink sleeves,
and cold or hot applied tapes. Controlled set times, packaging and extreme conformability provide for fast
installations in any project environment. The Scar-Guard line of products minimize the need for costly spot
repairs after pull back and provide long-term protection of underlying field joint coatings.

Syntho-Glass® XT system is a unique pre-impregnated, bi-directional composite used to repair and reinforce
both internal and external corrosion on pipelines or structures. Our pre-preg system ensures proper fiber-toresin content ratios which are crucial to reliable performance. This OQ engineered system minimizes the
time and cost of refurbishment by reducing the time to repair, as well as the replacement cost. When used
with the appropriate primary coating, Syntho-Glass XT enables one to repair and reinforce virtually any
geometry in minutes.

Our operator qualified (OQ) engineered systems were designed to conform to, and are recognized by,
ASME PCC-2, ASME B31, ISO TS24817, DOT, API and CSA Z662 standards for nonmetallic
reinforcing solutions, thus ensuring product integrity.

Syntho-Sleeve® Outer Wrap is designed to protect welded field joints on pipelines from the abrasion
stresses and scarring of directional drilling and boring. Syntho-Sleeve provides mechanical protection to the
preapproved corrosion coating of your choice, such as viscous elastic coatings, epoxy coatings, shrink
sleeves, and cold applied tapes. This unique product has a faster setting time, is easy to apply, has a very
low profile, is extremely conformable, and is highly impact resistant. The result is cost-effective, long-term
protection against corrosion for buried pipelines of with superior mechanical protection.

Viper-Skin™ is the first bi-axial, hybrid carbon and glass fiber polyurethane pre-preg system that blends the
unsurpassed strength and stiffness of carbon with the ease of use of a moisture-cured pre-preg. The time
and cost associated with in-field saturation of the composite is removed from the equation altogether and
eliminates the inconformity caused by human variability. The moisture-curing properties of Viper-Skin allow
for subsea and wet environment applications. This OQ engineered system conforms to all shapes, welds,
and irregular geometries, and one size can be used on a variety of pipe diameters.

Syntho-Support™ was designed to be a superior wrapping system for pipe support areas to prevent future
corrosion and abrasion due to crevice corrosion, galvanic corrosion, heat affected zone corrosion, and
vibration abrasion. This system, when used with a corrosion coating of your choice, provides exceptional
mechanical and impact protection on steel (CS & SS), galvanized, concrete, FRP, iron, and PVC. SynthoSupport can be used underwater, underground or above ground pipes and piles. Syntho-Support is used for
corrosion and abrasion prevention only.

For over 30 years NRI has led the industry in R&D, engineering, design & manufacturing of composite
systems that restore, protect & reinforce pipes, pipelines & civil structures. NRI has earned its reputation for
innovative solutions, unparalleled support & products that have stood the test of time & environmental
elements; distinguishing NRI as the industry’s premier solution provider. Today, our dedicated team of
engineers are on the cutting edge of R&D, formulating, testing & designing tomorrow’s new product
breakthroughs in quality composites. NRI’s engineers offer technical support through all phases of a project
including providing specs, drawings & installation plans, onsite QC, structural inspection analysis, regulatory
compliant design proposals, assessment of potential applications & FEA model analysis.
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